Get Jinxed, from League Of Legends, by Riot Games
Tabbed by Stebloke April 2014
I suspect the song is played on a 7-string guitar and a 5-string bass, with the low B
strings tuned down to A. Also, because of all the samples, effects and instruments this
is a hard song to work out. This is as close as I can get with normal 6-strings:
Guitar 1 drop D tuning (D,A,D,G,B,E)
Guitar 2 drop A tuning (A,A,D,G,B,E) (Guitar 2 is more emulating the bass in this tab, as
the actual 2nd guitar doesn't kick in until "I'm really getting bored".)
INTRO
Guitar 1
D-----------------------------------------------------------------10-----A-----------------------------------------------------------------10-----D-5(h)7-7-7-7-7-7-7-5(h)7-7-7-7-7-7-7-5(h)7-7-7-7-7-7-7-5(h)7-7-7-10-----Guitar 2
D------------------------------------------------------------------------A-----------------------------------------------------------------0-----/A-----------------------------------------------------------------0-----/Guitar 3
X2
E-------9----------------------------B-----------10----------------7(p)5-5Guitar 4 (weird robotic effect)
X2
B-----------[8]-------------[12]--------G-------[9]------[9]----[9]------[9]-[9]MAIN RIFF / VERSE
Guitar 1
D-7---7-7-7-7-7-10-10\--10\---7-|-7---7-7-7-3-x-1-1---x-x-x-7-|
A-7---7-7-7-7-7-10-10\--10\---7-|-7---7-7-7-3-x-1-1---x-x-x-7-|
D-7---7-7-7-7-7-10-10\--10\---7-|-7---7-7-7-3-x-1-1---x-x-x-7-|
Guitar 2
D-----------------------------------------------------------------------|
A-12---12-12-12-12-12-15-15\--------12-|-12---12-12-12-8--6-6\-------12-|
A-12---12-12-12-12-12-15-15\--0-0-0-12-|-12---12-12-12-8--6-6\-0-0-0-12-|
CHORUS
Guitar 1
G-3-------4-------3-------4---6D-1-------4---3---1-------4---6A-1-------2---3---1-------2---4D-1-----------3---1------------Guitar 2
G-------------5----------------D-8-------4---3---8-------4---6A-6-------2---3---6-------2---4A-6---------------6-------------
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Guitars 3 + 4
B-------------16--------------------------------------------------|
G-----------------15--[15]-[15]-[11]-13--13-13(p)11-13-14-14-14\--|
D-13-15-16-15-----------------------------------------------------|
B-------------16---------------------------------------14-14------|
G-----------------15--[15]-[15]-[11]-13--13-13(p)11-13-------14\--|
D-13-15-16-15-----------------------------------------------------|
POST-CHORUS 1
Guitars 1 + 2
G-2------------D-2------------A-0------------MIDDLE BIT
Guitars 3 + 4
X3
B------10---------10-----------12G--------------------------------D--------------------------------A-12\0-------12\0-------12\0-----OUTRO
Guitar 3 (Guitars 1, 2 and 4 as chorus)
Repeat until end
G------------------------------------------------D-13-15-16-15-13-15-16-15-13-15-16-15-13-15-16-15-

KEY TO TAB
#/#
#\#
#(p)#
#(h)#
[#]
x

slide up from the first note to the second
slide down from the first note to the second
pull off from the first note to the second
hammer on from the first note to the second
palm mute the note indicated
mute the string with the fretting hand
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SONG STRUCTURE
INTRO
VERSE 1
Wanna join me? Come and play. But I might shoot you in your face.
Bombs and bullets will do the trick. What we need here is a little bit of panic.
VERSE 2
Do you ever wanna catch me? Right now I'm feeling ignored.
So can you try a little harder? I'm really getting bored.
CHORUS 1
Come on, shoot faster. Just a little bit of energy.
I wanna try something fun right now. I guess some people call it anarchy.
Let's blow this city to ashes, and see what Pow-Pow thinks.
It's such pathetic neatness, but not for long cuz it'll get jinxed.
POST-CHORUS 1
VERSE 3
So much better. So much fun.
Let's start from scratch and blow up the sun.
MIDDLE BIT
CHORUS 2
OUTRO
Come on. Come on. And get jinxed.
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